
Ultimate Sorter Model 1- Assembly Instructions

Note: Do not over tighten screws to avoid damaging plastic parts.
Extra care must be taken if  using a power screw driver. 

Tools Required: Phillips Screwdriver & Small wrench

Ultimate Sorter Model 1
Patent Pending (© 2011)
(Mod1 Assembly-V3.0)

1. Lie the previously assembled top unit on its’ side. Fasten motor assembly as shown in drawing. 
Bottom of  motor is labeled. Power cable must be on right. Carefully flip entire unit over and 
fasten back of  motor.
2. Set unit upright. Secure hopper assembly. First insert the bolts in the #2 holes and loosely 
fasten with lock nuts and washers. Next insert #8 x1-1/4” screws into left end panel. Tighten all.
3. Position sorter tray and secure with wing nut.
4. Secure the trash bag on the hooks below the hopper. We suggest cutting the red tie wrap on 
one side where the loop is exposed. Hang the bag with the cut tie to the left. The tie can then be 
pulled tight so a bow can be tied. This allows the bag to easily be removed and replaced as 
required. Tip for volume users: Cut off  bottom of  bag and place a trash bin under bag.
5. Remove speed control from shipping position and attach as shown.
6. Place the upper unit on the base making certain the springs enter the recesses in the bottom 
brackets.
7. Optional - The upper end of  the sorter tray may be secured with (2) #8 x 5/8” screws. This will 
help reduce noise. These extra screws will have to be removed if  changing to alternate trays.

Insert power cord from motor into outlet on bottom of  speed control. Be sure speed control is in 
off  position, then turn on motor switch. Power cable from motor must hang free and not interfere 
with vibrating parts.
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